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Abstract
Investigating the effectiveness of instructional practices provides an evidence base to inform
instructional decisions. Synthesizing research studies on instructional effectiveness provides an
estimate of the generalizability of effectiveness across settings, along with an exploration of
factors that may moderate the impact, which cannot be achieved within individual studies. This
study sought to provide a synthesis of evidence-based instructional practices (EBIPs) particular
to chemistry through meta-analysis. 99 studies were analyzed comprising a broader view of
chemistry specific studies than past meta-analyses. The results showed that EBIPs feature a
demonstrably positive impact on students’ academic performance in chemistry, although
assessment topic coverage and setting size emerged as relevant moderators of impact and
prevented making definitive conclusions of the relative impact of each EBIP. In examining
publication bias, an asymmetric distribution of studies based on standard error and effect size
was found, indicative of potential publication bias. To explore the potential impact of bias, the
trim and fill method was employed resulting in a range for the overall weighted effect size from
0.292 to 0.618. The study concludes that evidence-based instructional practices have
demonstrated effectiveness even in consideration of potential publication bias, as the range of
effect sizes remains positive, but highlights the continued need to publish null findings in the
research literature.
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Introduction
Evidence-Based Instructional Practices
Evidence-based instructional practices (EBIPs) are those pedagogical techniques that
have a research base supporting the effectiveness on students’ outcome. There are four
requirements for an instructional practice to be considered as EBIP, these are: research design,
quality of research, quantity of research, and magnitude of effect (Cook, Tankersley, Cook and
Landrum, 2008; Cook and Cook, 2013). To be considered as EBIP an instructional practice must
be designed in a manner that causality can be inferred (Cook et al., 2008; Cook and Cook, 2013).
Having experimental-control is a way to design research that could show an EBIP is causing the
increase in student outcome. An instructional practice cannot be deemed as evidence based if it is
not conducted with a methodologically rigorous approach through the existence of experimentalcontrol design. To be considered a practice as evidence based multiple high-quality studies need
to substantiate the effectiveness of the practice with robustly positive outcome (Cook et al.,
2008, Cook and Cook, 2013).

The Importance of EBIPS
The goal of instructions is to facilitate students with better understanding of the concept.
A national survey of undergraduate faculties demonstrated that the most prevalent teaching
method in post-secondary classroom is lecture (Eagan, Stolzenberg, Lozano, Aragon, Suchard
and Hurtado, 2014). During a traditional lecture, an instructor stands in front of class or behind a
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podium and talks about the concept reserved for the class period using slides or chalkboard. This
procedure leaves little to no room of interaction between students and instructors. Vygotsky
(1978) emphasized the social interaction for cognitive development and stated that collaboration
with peers and knowledgeable others, i.e. teachers, promote cognitive development.
Overton and McGarvey (2017) pointed out about employers’ dissatisfaction on skills that
chemistry graduates hold in the job field. The issue arises not from the workers’ chemistry
content knowledge but rather the lack of key generic skills such as: problem solving, critical
thinking, communication, team working, time management, flexibility, independent learning,
numeracy and information technology. Sarker, Overton and Thompson (2016) surveyed 53
employers in Australia to learn what skills employers seek in science graduates during postgraduation activities and whether those skills are developed during undergraduate education. The
result from the survey indicated that employers are not satisfied with some of the skills recent
graduates possess, such as: commercial awareness, independent learning ability, problem solving
skills, leadership skills, ability to use own initiative. However, opportunity to develop those
skills in a lecture-based passive format is dearth. Also, the employers from Sarker, Overton and
Thompson (2016) study recommended a change in teaching method that would expose students
with authentic problem-solving situation. Taken together, modern education relying on lecturebased instruction recommended to be replaced with innovative teaching methods that would
endorse the challenge of both effective learning and employers’ requirement that goes past the
content knowledge.

Description of EBIPs
EBIPs describe a wide range of instructional practices in chemistry and no exhaustive list
of EBIPs in the literature is available. As a result, it is not possible to characterize the evidence
2

base for all EBIPs. Instead this review focused on a sub-set of EBIPs in chemistry selected from
their inclusion in recent reviews of chemistry education research (Eberlein et al., 2008; Seery,
2015; Warfa, 2016): Process-Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning, Peer-Led Team Learning,
Problem-Based Learning, cooperative learning, collaborative learning and flipped instruction.
Additional instructional practices including, but not limited to, the science-writing heuristic,
argument-driven inquiry, writing-to-learn and the incorporation of animations, have substantive
evidence bases but are not included herein owing to the scope of the study. Additionally, the
nature of a meta-analytical approach requires combining evidence bases that arise from similar
research designs. This investigation focuses on experimental and quasi-experimental
comparisons given their frequency in the research literature (Mack, Hensen, & Barbera, 2019).
Other investigative approaches such as qualitative investigations into the quality of students’
written responses or quantitative measures of growth over time, generate compelling evidence in
support of instructional practices but cannot be synthesized with a corpus of studies enacting
comparative designs. As a result, the scope of the current study is limited to characterizing the
evidence base for the sub-set of EBIPs described and only including evidence generated from
experimental and quasi-experimental comparisons. To better characterize the selected EBIPs a
brief description and an example instructional practice for each EBIP follows.
Cooperative Learning. Cooperative learning is a general term used to describe students
working together on a common task. Johnson, Johnson and Smith (1998) describe essential
features of effective cooperative learning as positive interdependence, accountability, promotive
interactions, teaching interpersonal skills and group processing. Positive interdependence
describes a perception that each member’s contribution will benefit all members of the group.
Accountability requires that the group and each individual be assessed and provided meaningful
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feedback and if needed additional resources. Promotive interactions require regular
communication among group members that serve to encourage each member and reaffirm the
commitment made by each member of the group. Teaching interpersonal skills is an explicit
incorporation by the instructor in modeling how to engage in a team. Finally, group processing
describes a reflective aspect where the group self-evaluates its progress and adapts as necessary.
An instructional example of cooperative learning in chemistry could involve the teaching
of chemical kinetics, also termed reaction rates. An instructor using this technique may assign
students to groups and provide a series of problems for the group to work on. As part of the
instructional technique, the instructor may model productive behavior in the group or provide
feedback to students on their contributions to the group. Assessments may include assessing
students individually upon the completion of cooperative learning, assessing the group on their
performance on the task or including a component that evaluates students’ contributions to the
group
Collaborative Learning. Collaborative learning shares much in common with cooperative
learning in that both rely on group work but is differentiated by collaborative learning
emphasizing students creating knowledge through social interactions (Barkley, Major, & Cross,
2014). In one example of collaborative learning students are placed within a group with a
common objective to learn a concept or skill. The concept or skill is broken down into subcomponents and each member of the group is assigned one sub-component to learn. When the
group reconvenes, each member is responsible for presenting their sub-component to the group
so that each group member becomes familiar with the entire concept or skill. In one variant of
collaborative learning, termed jigsaw, a member assigned a particular sub-component meets with
members from the other groups in the class assigned the same sub-component, thus creating a
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secondary group focusing on a particular sub-component. In jigsaw, the original group still
reforms as in collaborative learning to present the sub-component to the original group members.
As an example of teaching chemical kinetics with collaborative learning, students within
a group could be assigned a sub-component to explore the impact of concentration of each
reactant, temperature and the presence of a catalyst on the reaction rate. This exploration could
include a lab component where these parameters are physically manipulated, a review of
experimental evidence presented to the students or a review of reference literature. The students
would then present each sub-component to the original group to build a comprehensive picture of
the factors that influence reaction rates. In a jigsaw variation, the process would be the same but
each sub-component investigation would happen in groups; for example, each student tasked
with exploring the impact of temperature would work together to conduct this exploration.
Problem-Based Learning (PBL). PBL, largely used in medical school, is a student-centered
instruction where students work in a “need to know” process. PBL instruction places students in
groups working on a contextually-framed problem (Eberlein et al., 2008; Gijbel, Dochy,
Bossche, & Segers, 2005). It differs from other EBIPs in a manner that PBL starts with problem
without students’ prior knowledge to the problem and students are tasked to create a process to
identify the information needed to address the problem, enact the process to collect the
information and propose a solution to the problem. The procedure may be iterative where
gaining information leads to refining the planned process for addressing the problem. Finally,
students generate a proposed solution to the contextual problem. (Eberlein et al., 2008; Gijbel,
Dochy, Bossche, & Segers, 2005).
An instructional example of teaching chemical kinetics with problem-based learning may
be to provide students the task of maximizing the rate of a chemical reaction in the context of a
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chemical industry setting with a cost-basis framework. Students would be directed to make a
plan on how to gather the needed information on the chemical reaction, enact the plan and if
necessary repeat the process until they develop a proposed solution to the problem.
Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL). POGIL is a small group, lecture-free
instructional method (Minderhout & Loertscher, 2007) with two distinct components: process
skills and guided inquiry. Process skills include communication skills, teamwork, problem
solving, critical thinking, group management, information processing and self-assessment
(“Process oriented guided inquiry learning”, 2018). To facilitate process skills, students are
assigned particular roles within their group such as manager, reflector and presenter (Farrell,
Moog, & Spencer, 1999). To ensure each student gains experience with the range of skills,
assigned roles are often rotated among students within a group (“Process oriented guided inquiry
learning”, 2018). Student groups practice process skills while engaging in guided inquiry
(Eberlein et al., 2008). Guided inquiry follows a three-phase learning process: first is the
exploration phase where students develop the desired content from the model (pictures, tables,
graphs, equations etc.) provided to them; second is concept development where students learn
about new terminology and/or links between the prior knowledge and the newly developed
concept; and finally students apply the concept to new situations to demonstrate the utility of the
newly learned concept. Instructors in POGIL setting do not take part in lecturing. Rather, they
serve as facilitators who move around the class, listen to student’ conversation and pose
occasional questions to any group members to check students’ understanding of the concept
(Farrell, Moog and Spencer 1999).
As an example of POGIL designed to teach chemical kinetics, students would be
assigned a small group and each student would be assigned a role to carry out throughout the
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activity. The group would be provided a series of experimental data from POGIL instructional
materials or from a laboratory experiment regarding the rate of a chemical reaction. The group
would be provided a series of questions that prompts the group to analyze the data provided and
construct a mathematical model of the rate law. Upon creation of the mathematical model, the
group would be introduced to the terminology and components of a rate law. Finally, the group
would be tasked with applying the developed rate law to additional situations or explore the
utility of other rate laws and presenting their findings to the rest of the class.
Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL). PLTL originally developed as “workshop chemistry” in late
90’s in City College of New York with the support from National Science Foundation (NSF). A
group of faculty members, learning specialists and students from 14 colleges and universities
initially established the practice of the new instructional tool to address the issue of students’
attrition rates in science and preparing a workforce with better communication and problemsolving skills for the modern technological workplace (Gosser et al., 1996). The developers of
this project initiated a creative, interactive learning environment through this project. The goals
of the project were to: improve students’ attitude towards chemistry and science at large, to
increase chemistry content mastery and problem- solving skills, better facilitate students with
skills required at workplace such as the ability to express scientific ideas, and develop a trend
that appreciates curriculum reform (Gosser et al., 1996). In PLTL, peer leaders play the key role.
Undergraduate students who have recently completed the course with a good performance and
possess decent communication and leadership skills are recruited as peer leaders of that course.
Their responsibility is to facilitate students with group work in a workshop session. With
adoption and adaptation of the initially developed practice of “workshop chemistry”, developers
of PLTL came up with six critical components one needs to adopt for the successful
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implementation of PLTL a) instructors who teach the course are involved in developing
workshop materials as well as training and supervising peer leaders, b) peer- led workshop
session are integral to the course, c) peer leaders are trained and supervised, d) challenging and
relevant materials covered in lecture are appropriate for facilitating group work, e) student
groups of 6-8 meet in workshop once per week for 2 hours, f) there are departmental and
institutional supports for PLTL (Gafney, 2001; Wilson and Varma-Nelson, 2016).
In teaching chemical kinetics using PLTL, students may first attend lecture or in-class
activities that present chemical kinetics. Instructors would then design workshop materials
related to chemical kinetics and train peer leaders on those materials. The training would attempt
to model the workshop session by instructors challenging peer leaders with different scenarios
that students may encounter. Students would then meet with their peer leader in the workshop
and work as a group on the materials. In this setting, the peer leader’s primary responsibility is to
facilitate group work by serving as a resource when the group is stuck and challenging the group
to ensure all group members are involved and all members can explain the group’s consensus.
Flipped Classes. The flipped class approach involves presenting content outside of class to
facilitate active/cooperative learning within the class. Two high school teachers from Colorado
in 2012 first incorporated “Course flipping” in chemistry (Bergmann and Sams, 2012). In flipped
learning pedagogy, instructors frequently deliver all or part of content materials via an online
environment by creating or identifying instructional videos. Other modes of presenting online
content materials include assigned readings from textbooks, articles, web pages etc. (Seery,
2015). The key component of flipped learning is the application of active learning in the regular
classroom period. “Flipped Learning Network” differentiates “Flipped Learning” and “Flipped
Classroom” stating that not all flipped classroom endorse flipped learning unless they use the
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classroom time for active learning (www.flippedlearning.org). There are four basic components
of flipped learning as mentioned by “Flipped Learning Network”, a) flexible environment:
providing students with opportunities learn content by their own way, b) learning culture:
shifting to student- centered style using in-class activities, c) intentional content: instructors
deliberately generate content for outside and in-class activities and d) professional educator:
instructors use formative assessment to construct future instructions (www.flippedlearning.org).
Depending on the class size, active learning can take a wide variety of forms and can include
students’ discussing the content, engaging in a problem set, asking questions from the video,
group work on problem set, quizzes, class wide discussion, using classroom response systems
such as clickers or experiential learning or working in groups employing any of the EBIPs
previously discussed (Robert, Lewis, Oueini & Mapugay, 2016).
In the chemical kinetics example, a flipped class may assign students to watch a small set
of instructor created videos on the factors that relate to reaction rates. Then, students may be
tasked with an online quiz on the same videos to promote attention to the videos. Finally, inclass, students could work in groups determining rate laws from experimental evidence and using
their knowledge of rate laws to make predictions on factors related to reaction rates.

Meta-analysis
The analysis of analyses referred to “Meta-Analysis” is the statistical integration of the
large agglomeration of results from multiple studies to generate a substantial outcome on a
specific area (Glass, 1978). Meta-analysis can inform the debate on the effectiveness of an
intervention or topic by providing a summative conclusion drawn from quantitative review of
research literature. A meta-analytical research follows stepwise protocol. Like other research
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methods, research questions or hypothesis is developed first. The researchers then set selection
criterion of articles inclusion/exclusion. Literature is then surveyed to identify target publications
previously established as selection criteria. Through multiple iterations of screening, articles that
match the inclusion criteria are included. Then the magnitude of the effects from each identified
study is calculated. That follows the calculation of the combined effect from all the identified
studies. The pooled effect size provides a summative estimation of the magnitude of the effect.
Meta-analyses can also be used to further investigate the factors that influence the overall effect
known as moderator analysis. The analysis of publication bias is also done to understand the
trend in published literature. The steps to conduct meta-analyses are summarized in figure 1.

Publication Bias in Meta-analysis
An advantage of meta-analysis, in addition to synthesizing effects across multiple studies,
is the ability to examine trends among published studies that may be indicative of publication
bias. Publication bias is the phenomenon where studies that exhibit significant effect sizes are
more likely to be submitted and/or accepted to peer-reviewed journals than studies with null or
negative effect size. The presence of publication bias has the potential to alter the overall
summary effect. In such a case, the interpretation of the effectiveness of treatment over control
will be misleading as the true effect lies on lower side due to the presence of publication bias in a
meta-analysis. Borenstein and colleagues indicated practical impact could be described as three
different outcomes after comparing overall result with and without publication bias analysis: a)
“Minimal” if the effect size in both cases is essentially similar b) “Modest” if the effect size
calculated after publication bias analysis is different than the effect size without publication bias
analysis, however the basic conclusion will remain intact (treatment is better than control or
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Developing research question/hypothesis

Defining selection (exclusion/inclusion)
criteria

Identifying studies

Systematic search, search tools,
search keywords

Multiple iterations of
screening identified
studies

Including studies that match
selection criteria

Coding studies

Extracting information
from studies

Gathering statistical
information

Mean, standard deviation,
sample size, t-test and/or Ftest result

Calculating effect size

Follow-up analysis

Moderator analysis
Publication bias analysis

Figure 1: Steps in conducting a meta-analysis
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vice versa) c) “Severe” if the key finding is altered when considering publication bias analysis.
(Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005a, p 6). Ferguson and Brannick (2012) illustrated two
major ways of measuring publication bias: a) inclusion of unpublished studies b) Using statistical
analysis. The first method is accomplished through a literature search that includes identifying
articles from gray literature, which are studies that are not published in a peer-reviewed journals,
including dissertations, policy reports, conference proceedings, book chapters, or otherwise
unpublished studies. (Gage, Cook and Reichow, 2017). The second method is a combination of
series of statistical analysis including Orwin’s fail-safe N, Rank order correlation or Egger’s
regression, Duval and Tweedie’s Trim-and-fill method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000).
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Literature Review
Meta-analyses in Science Education
Due to the usefulness of meta-analysis to synthesize research, it became popular in
science education research starting in the 1990s. Springer, Stanne and Donovan (1999)
quantitatively synthesized results from 39 published articles between 1980 to 1997 that
investigated the effectiveness of “small-group learning” on undergraduate students’ achievement,
persistence, and attitudes in science, mathematics, engineering, and technology (SMET) courses.
The result demonstrated an increase in all three measure of outcome. Lazonder and Harmsen
(2016) examined the evidence for impact of “guidance” on three outcome metrics in an inquirybased learning science classroom for students between ages 5 and 22. The authors synthesized 72
empirical studies body of research, types of inquiry learning guidance and their impact, and
demonstrated guidance has a significant positive effect than their counterparts on all three
avenues: learning activities, learning outcomes and performance success. Other meta-analyses
have been conducted on POGIL with 21 studies (Walker and Warfa, 2017) and blended learning
(Vo, Zhu and Diep, 2017) with 51 studies.
Two recent meta-analyses investigating the impact of instructional pedagogies on
students’ academic performance in science have been conducted with larger number of studies
included. Ruiz-Primo, Briggs, Iverson, Talbot and Shepard (2011) searched 27 journals
determined by an interdisciplinary advisory board coupled with articles recommended by the
same board for articles evaluating instructional interventions termed “course innovation” in their
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study in science and engineering at the post-secondary level. The journals were searched for
terms related to active learning, inquiry and problem-based learning with search terms varying
based on the journal. Their search identified 166 studies that fit their selection criteria and of
those studies 20 were conducted in chemistry. The weighted overall effect size (the difference
between group means divided by the standard deviation) observed was 0.50 and for the 20
chemistry articles was 0.46 demonstrating students taught with one of the “course innovation”
techniques performed better than students taught with traditional instructions. However, the
researchers were not able draw a conclusion on which “course innovation” and what
circumstances a course innovation can be considered superior than the others. Few caveats of
this approach of synthesizing studies were mentioned as: they were unable to include a lots of
studies due to the absence of information provided in the study to calculate effect size, there
were no result of pretest presented in the included studies to claim the comparison made between
students with “course innovation” and students from traditional setting was feasible, the validity
and reliability of the instruments to measure the efficacy were not present in most of the studies
as well.
Freeman et al. (2014) reviewed all articles in 55 journals, searched seven databases
including Web of Science, PubMed, ERIC and ProQuest, reviewed past meta-analyses and the
references for all identified studies (snowball sample) for articles evaluating instructional
interventions in STEM education at the post-secondary level. The databases and journals were
searched for terms related to audience response system (clickers), cooperative learning,
collaborative learning, case-based learning, problem-based learning, peer instruction and
workshops with search terms varying based on the database. The search resulted in 225
identified studies of which 22 were in chemistry. The overall weighted effect size observed was
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0.47 and the effect size for chemistry was approximately 0.40. The authors did not attempt to
compare active learning pedagogy with each other; instead call for experimental study that
compare one active learning technique with another to identify which pedagogy offer better
learning opportunity for the students. While both meta-analyses synthesize a substantive
database of education research articles, each offer a notably smaller number of studies related to
chemistry.
Table 1: Past meta-analyses demarcated by discipline
Freeman et al. (2014)

Ruiz-Primo et al. (2011)

Subject
k

Hedges’ g

SE

k

Hedges’ g

SE

Biology

33

0.30

0.11

53

0.45

0.08

Chemistry

22

0.39

0.14

20

0.46

0.07

Computer
Science

8

0.31

0.25

Engineering

19

0.48

0.15

22

0.11

0.11

Geology

2

0.52

0.49

Mathematics

29

0.34

0.12

Physics

31

0.72

0.11

71

0.58

0.04

Psychology

14

0.61

0.15

Meta-analyses in Chemistry Education
Meta-analyses particular to chemistry have also been conducted but feature comparable
numbers of chemistry studies to the aforementioned studies. The first meta-analysis examining
instructional techniques in chemistry was conducted by Bowen (2000). The author analyzed 15
chemistry specific studies on cooperative learning techniques. The reported mean effect size was
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0.37 showing a positive association between cooperative learning use and chemistry content
knowledge. Warfa (2016) searched seven journals and five databases for the keywords
“cooperative learning” paired with chemistry. The search resulted in 25 articles and an average
weighted effect size, measured by Hedges’ g, of 0.68. The moderator analysis was attempted to
find the factors that impact the overall effect size. The moderators investigated were: class size,
geographical location. The impact geographical location was explored by categorizing studies
based on US and non-US location. Non-US-based studies (Hedges’ g=1.10) have three times
higher mean effect size than US-based (Hedges’ g=0.38) studies. To investigate the impact of
class size, Warfa (2016) classified class size as: large (more than 100 students), medium
(between 51 to 100 student) and small (less than 50 students) and found a positive effect size of
cooperative learning for all class types. Apugliese and Lewis (2017) conducted a follow-up study
on the corpus of studies identified by Warfa (2016), including an adjustment for pre-tests and
found a weighted average effect size of 0.59.The researchers also investigated the impact of
moderators: assessment type, assessment coverage, cooperative learning usage and group size.
For assessment type, articles were coded as either closed or non-closed. Closed tests were all
multiple choice or true and false questions. Non-closed tests included some aspect of free
response or required student to defend their argument by writing out their reasoning. Another
moderator was assessment coverage. This moderator measured the content on the exams based
on the amount of material. Articles were Cumulative, containing the entire semesters
information, or Single, which tested a specific topic/area of a course. For group size, articles
were coded based on the size of their cooperative learning groups. They were either four or less
vs. five or greater. For cooperative learning usage, articles were coded based on how their
cooperative learning format was implemented. If all class meetings were in the cooperative
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learning format, they were coded as consistent. If articles combined cooperative learning with
traditional lecture, they were coded as periodic. Moderator analysis demonstrated there was
differences in effect size in dichotomous parts of each moderator, but it was not statistically
significant for any moderator but assessment coverage. Weighted mean effect size for
cumulative assessment and single topic assessment were -0.088 and 1.12 respectively that
suggested a limitation of students’ retention of chemistry skill and knowledge in cooperative
learning setting. Leontyev, Chase, Pulos and Verma-Nelson (2017) identified chemistry articles
from a review article on Peer-Led Team Learning and located 16 studies with an average
weighted effect size, measured by Hedge’s g, of 0.37. Each chemistry specific meta-analysis
investigates a single EBIP (e.g. Peer-Led Team Learning) and as a result each analyzes 25 or
fewer studies; this number of studies is comparable to the number of chemistry specific studies
analyzed in meta-analyses on the broader fields of science or STEM education. Thus the current
literature is unable to provide a thorough synthesis of research on effective instructional practices
particular to chemistry or evaluate the effectiveness of a particular EBIP in chemistry relative to
other widely used EBIPs.

Publication Bias in Science Education and Chemistry Education
A unique advantage of meta-analyses is the ability to examine trends among published
studies that may be indicative of publication bias. Publication bias is the phenomenon where
studies that exhibit significant effect sizes are more likely to be submitted and/or accepted to
peer-reviewed journals than studies with null or negative effect size. The presence of publication
bias has the potential to alter the overall summary effect. In such a case, the interpretation of the
effectiveness of treatment over control will be misleading, as the true effect is lower due to the
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presence of publication bias in a meta-analysis. Among the recent meta-analyses in science
education, Freeman et al. (2014) conducted the following tests: inspection of a funnel plot, rank
correlation test, Egger’s regression test, fail-safe N and a trim and fill method. On studies
investigating student assessment outcomes they found significant relationships between standard
error and effect size, an Orwin’s fail-safe N value of 114 studies with null results to move the
overall effect size down to a small effect, and that trim and fill found a consistent effect size of
0.47 (confidence interval 0.37 – 0.56). The authors concluded there was no indication that
publication bias influenced their results.
In chemistry specific meta-analyses, Warfa (2016) found a significant intercept for
Egger’s regression test and a non-significant value for the rank correlation test. A visual
inspection of the funnel plot found higher effect sizes with smaller sample sizes. The Orwin’s
fail-safe N was 23 studies for the overall effect size to reach non-significance and that trim and
fill maintained the effect size at 0.68 (confidence interval 0.34 – 0.83). Warfa (2016) concluded
that any presence of publication bias within the corpus of identified studies was not likely to alter
the overall conclusions. Leontyev et al. (2017) conducted a trim and fill analysis on their
database and did not report the updated effect size but indicated that it did not reveal substantial
publication bias. They cautioned against reliance on this finding owing to high variation and a
small number of studies. In summary, the studies presented show minimal evidence of
publication bias within science education or chemistry education studies. However, the lack of a
sizable corpus of chemistry studies included in any one analysis prevents a strong conclusion
regarding the presence of publication bias particular to chemistry education research.
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Rationale
Past efforts to synthesize educational research in chemistry can be found either within a
large corpus of studies in meta-analyses conducted on science education or STEM education or
in narrowly defined chemistry meta-analyses. Both approaches have generated a small corpus of
chemistry specific studies, with the largest analysis having 25 studies. Of the meta-analyses that
span multiple disciplines in STEM (Freeman et al., 2014; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2011) the results
show considerable variation of effectiveness by discipline as shown in Table 1. This volatility by
discipline calls to question the extent that the overall, combined results across disciplines are
applicable to a specific discipline and leads to the possibility that a discipline-specific metaanalysis would generate unique results. Past meta-analyses including those across disciplines and
those specific to chemistry explored a single or small set of search words. By incorporating a set
of search terms targeting a range of instructional practices it is possible to generate a more
comprehensive synthesis of chemistry education literature than previously done. Creating a set of
search terms requires a discipline-specific perspective, as instructional practices highly visible
within one discipline are not as well known in other disciplines. By generating such a metaanalysis instructors and researchers would be informed by the current evidence base for a variety
of instructional practices tested within a chemistry instructional setting.
Further, by analyzing a sizable corpus of chemistry education research articles it is
possible to make a substantive investigation of potential publication bias within chemistry
education. Past meta-analyses that have investigated publication bias across multiple disciplines
may lack sensitivity to such bias within a particular discipline. Publication bias can result from
the viewpoints of authors, reviewers and editors decisions made when presented with null or
negative results. We argue that these decisions are likely discipline-specific as chemistry
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education represents a research culture where chemistry education researchers often submit to
chemistry education journals and are reviewed by other chemistry education researchers. In line
with this position, publication bias from a discipline-specific perspective would serve to inform
that discipline and highlight the importance of the phenomenon to other disciplines.
This study aims to address these research gaps regarding synthesizing the research
literature on several EBIPs within chemistry. In so doing this study will characterize the
effectiveness of each EBIP particular to chemistry and in particular will facilitate an exploration
into instructional characteristics that moderate effectiveness and characterize the limitations in
generalizability of the current state of research. Additionally, by considering multiple EBIPs this
study allows the possibility to characterize the research base and effectiveness of each EBIP
relative to other EBIPs. The results from this analysis can then serve to inform instructors about
the current state of research literature on effective instructional practice in chemistry and inform
chemistry education researchers about areas where future research is needed. This study will also
examine evidence of potential publication bias, which is necessary to understand the impact this
bias may have on the reported effectiveness in chemistry education research. As a result, this
study will pursue the following research questions:
1. What is the evidence base on effectiveness for several evidence-based instructional
practices on students’ chemistry content knowledge in chemistry?
2. What is the relative effectiveness of each evidence-based instructional practice
compared to other EBIPs in chemistry?
3. What is the evidence that publication bias may be present in evaluating EBIPs in
chemistry? With sufficient evidence for bias, what impact would it have on
interpreting the above findings?
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Method
Criteria for Inclusion
To be considered for inclusion in this meta-analysis, each study had to describe an
investigation that met the following criteria:
1. An investigation of the effects of an EBIP instructional strategy in a class focused on
chemistry content knowledge.
2. The use of a quasi-experimental or experimental research design where a group of
learners that experienced an EBIP pedagogy (experimental) were compared against a
reference group (control).
3. The incorporation of a measure of content knowledge common to both groups.
4. Sufficient information on student-level data to determine an effect size. Sufficient
information includes mean, standard deviation, and sample size for each group or
inferential statistics such as t-test or F-test results with sample size.
5. Published between 2000 and 2017 and reported in English.

Article Identification
The review and integration of research literature began with the identification of the
relevant studies. Web-based searches were conducted on the databases ProQuest, Web of
Science, and Scopus and a separate search was conducted of the ACS (American Chemical
Society) Symposium Series as a repository of chemistry specific work that is not indexed by the
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databases. These databases were chosen as Web of Science indexes the major journals in
chemistry education and science education, ProQuest indexes graduate student dissertations,
Scopus indexes journals and dissertations in education research and ACS Symposium Series
offers an alternative peer-reviewed outlet for chemistry education research. Each database was
searched with sixteen key phrases: cooperative learning, collaborative, group learning, group
work, jigsaw, small groups, student team, team based learning, peer led team learning, peer
learning, PLTL, process oriented guided inquiry, process-oriented guided inquiry, POGIL,
problem based learning, and flipped. Each key phrase was coupled with “chemistry.” Key
phrases encompassing more than one word were entered as a phrase within quotes, for example
“cooperative learning.”
Table 2: Key phrases used as search terms
Cooperative

Peer Led Team

Process Oriented

Problem based

Learning

Learning

Guided Inquiry

learning

Collaborative

Peer Learning

POGIL

Flipped

Process-oriented

Team based

guided inquiry

Learning

Small Groups

Student Team

Group Learning

Group work

PLTL

Jigsaw

In Scopus each key phrase was searched within the abstract field and chemistry was
searched in all fields; in Pro-Quest each key phrase was searched within the abstract field and
chemistry was searched in the anywhere field; and in Web of Science both the key phrase and
chemistry were searched in the topic field. The set of 64 searches (16 key phrases in each search
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engine and the symposium series) resulted in 8,325 hits. The following preliminary screenings
were performed to identify hits to remove: duplicate hits within the search results, studies from
journals (Chimia, chemosphere, chemphyschem etc.) that do not publish educational research
and conference abstracts without an accompanying published text (e.g. American Chemical
Society National Meeting presentations). Next study titles were reviewed to identify and remove
hits that were clearly unrelated to chemistry education (e.g. engineering education or medical
studies) or hits that were secondary reports of the primary literature. Finally, the author
downloaded each publication in case of confusion to check whether those particular publications
met the criteria. This review was necessarily conservative, if there was a possibility of inclusion;
the article was kept for further analysis. These procedures resulted in a revised total of 702
studies. The researchers found at this level of screening that they needed to further operationalize
the first criteria, namely the phrase “chemistry content knowledge.” The decision was made to
include sources pertaining to applied forms of chemistry education (e.g. biochemistry, medical
chemistry, and physical chemistry) but studies concerning related fields (e.g. medical students or
pharmacy students learning a range of content where chemistry was one part) were removed.
This pass resulted in 302 studies that met the stated criteria. The review process is summarized in
the PRISMA flow diagram (Moher et al., 2009) presented in Figure 2.

Coding of Articles
The 302 identified studies were reviewed for the necessary data described in criteria three
and four above. Only 93 of the 302 identified studies contained sufficient information to
determine effect sizes. Many studies reported group sizes and average exam scores, but did not
report standard deviations. An email and follow-up email were sent out to the corresponding
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authors of the studies with insufficient information to determine effect size with the response
resulting in information for three additional studies to consider for inclusion. Some studies
reported multiple tests or multiple semesters of data. In these cases, the decision was made to
condense each set of data into one effect size per study using a procedure detailed below. A few
studies evaluated two EBIPs independently in comparison to traditional instruction: Ding and
Harskamp (2011) compared peer instruction to individual learning and collaborative learning to
individual learning, in similar fashion Rau, Kennedy, Oxtoby, Ballom and Moore (2017)
evaluated flipped instruction and collaborative learning, and Koç Doymus and Karaçöp (2010)
evaluated group investigation and collaborative learning. As each EBIP comprised a unique
group of students the decision was made to treat each article as representing two distinct studies
and calculate two effect sizes. Combined, the inclusion of the data received via email and the
decision to report two effect sizes from the aforementioned three articles meant that the corpus of
studies analyzed comprise 99 studies from 96 unique sources.
The 99 datasets were reviewed and coded based on the type of EBIP using the following
possible codes: Collaborative, POGIL, PLTL, PBL, Flipped and non-specified cooperative
learning. The non-specified cooperative learning represented articles where students worked in
groups but no further information was provided that could characterize any of the other EBIPs.
One study, Lewis and Lewis (2008) used a combination of PLTL and POGIL in the treatment
group, this study was coded as split EBIP use and was treated as undefined EBIP use when
analyzing this moderator. Studies were also coded based on the coverage of content within the
assessment used owing to past research on the relevance of this construct to moderate effect size
(Apugliese and Lewis, 2017). The coding options for content coverage were cumulative,
measuring student performance on an entire term or semester of content commonly occurring
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Identification

Records identified
through database
searching
N = 8325

Screening

• Duplicates removed
• Publication removed from
irrelevant journals
• Conference abstracts removed

Records screened
N = 2534

Eligibility

Records excluded after reviewing
titles and abstracts
Full text downloaded
for testing eligibility
N = 702
Records excluded if chemistry is
only a part of overall study
Full text reviewed
To check eligibility
N = 302

Included

• Records excluded if measure of
content knowledge is not included
• Sufficient statistical information
is not included
Articles included
N = 96

Figure 2: Flow diagram of article identification at different phases
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as a final exam, versus single-topic, measuring student performance on a defined portion of
content in the course commonly occurring as an in-term exam or a topic-specific concept
inventory.

Calculating Effect Sizes
To characterize the difference between two groups, Cohen’s d was calculated using the
equations presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Cohen’s d equations

Information

Cohen’s d

Notes

Reported
𝑑=

𝑀! − 𝑀!
𝑆𝐷!""#$%

Data on both

𝑆𝐷!""#$% =

F-test

n = sample size
SD = standard

groups

t-test

M = mean

𝑛! − 1 𝑆𝐷! + 𝑛! − 1 𝑆𝐷!
𝑛! + 𝑛! − 2
𝑛! + 𝑛!
𝑛! 𝑛!

Subscript t represents

𝐹 𝑛! + 𝑛!
𝑛! 𝑛!

Subscript c represents

𝑑=𝑡

𝑑=

deviation
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treatment group

control group

Each Cohen’s d was then converted to Hedges’ g to correct small sample size bias (Lipsey &
Wilson, 2001, p.72). Hedges’ g and standard error for each study were calculated using the
formulas (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, p. 72):
𝑔 =𝑑 1−

𝑆𝐸 =

3
4 𝑛! + 𝑛! − 9

𝑛! + 𝑛!
𝑔!
+
𝑛! 𝑛!
2 𝑛! + 𝑛!

A random-effects model was estimated using the metafor program (Viechtbauer, 2010). Tausquared was estimated using the DerSimonian and Laird (DL) estimator. The effects of
moderators were examined using a mixed-effects model (with moderators fixed and studies
random) using metafor and specifying the same random-effects variance estimator.
Articles with Multiple Comparisons. To obtain a single effect size data point from multiple
comparisons within a single study one of two approaches is followed. For studies that conducted
multiple comparisons using the same sample, for example considering a set of examinations
across a term, (e.g. Doymus, 2007), a Hedges’ g was calculated for each comparison and then
averaged to obtain a single effect size for the study. For studies that conducted multiple
comparisons with differing sample sizes, for example a study incorporates data from multiple
years with the same intervention, (e.g. Baepler, Walker, & Driessen, 2014) a weighted average
approach was used. The weighted average exam score for each group (experimental and control)
was calculated by multiplying each exam score by the associated sample size, summing the
resulting products, and dividing the sum by the total sample size. Pooled standard deviation was
computed using the standard deviations provided. Finally, Cohen’s d was calculated from the
weighted average for each group and the pooled standard deviation and then converted to
Hedges’ g. Other studies with unique designs such as multiple experimental or control groups or
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conducting the comparison in different courses (e.g. Stoica, Chiru, & Chiru, 2012; Kirik & Boz,
2012; Casadonte, 2016) were also treated with the weighted approach to generate a single effect
size.
For studies that used a pre-test/post–test design, where the same test was used before and
after the instructional intervention (e.g. Özden et al., 2009), a Hedges’ g value was calculated for
both the pre-test and post-test separately and then the value for the pre-test was subtracted from
the value for the post-test. In studies that used differing tests before and after the intervention,
where the items were not identical between administrations, the post-test was used to determine
the effect size and the earlier test was not used in determining effect size

Reliability in Calculations and Coding
Due to nature of the complexity of effect size calculation, particularly in studies with
multiple comparisons, two researchers coded and calculated effect sizes for a set of 20 studies
independently. The researchers compared the codes and effect size calculated, discussed
discrepancies and revised the coding scheme and effect size calculation decisions to clarify the
decision making process. This process was continued iteratively on a different set of 20 articles
until no further revisions to the coding scheme were made. Finally, a set of 10 studies was coded
and effect size calculated resulting in complete agreement between the two researchers. The
author then coded and calculated the effect sizes for the remaining 49 studies.
For coding of EBIP pedagogy, a study had to refer directly to the name or the acronym
for POGIL (process-oriented guided inquiry learning), PLTL (peer-led team learning), PBL
(problem-based learning), and flipped instruction. The collaborative code was reserved for
studies where students in groups had differentiated tasks. Studies using a jigsaw approach were
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labeled as collaborative as well. If the study used group work but did not fit the above terms it
was coded as non-specified cooperative learning. For assessment coverage, single-topic had to
have a clearly defined topic or small set of topics such as an interim exam that covered two
topics or chapters of content. The cumulative assessment code was reserved for an assessment
that measured content spanning an entire term (semester or quarter) or longer.

Outliers
Studies with extreme effect sizes can disproportionately impact the overall summary
effect in a meaningful way. Each study was characterized based on their effect size relative to the
overall average effect size of the entire corpus. Studies that were more than two standard
deviations from the overall average effect size were considered outliers and removed from future
analyses (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, p. 108). To explore the impact of this decision, all analyses
were repeated with a more conservative definition of outliers, removing studies more than three
standard deviations removed from the overall average, and with retaining all studies.

Analyzing Publication Bias
To explore publication bias among the corpus of studies a funnel plot is created using
standard error in vertical axis and effect size in horizontal axis. A straight vertical line in the
middle of funnel plot indicates the mean effect and two diagonal lines around the vertical line for
mean effect show the predicted 95% confidence interval based on the mean effect size and
standard error given there is no heterogeneity and publication bias (Sterne and Egger, 2001).
Funnel plot is used to understand the type of distribution of studies and the visual examination of
funnel plot can provide an idea of publication bias. The funnel plot charts standard error versus
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effect size so that the top of the plot has small standard error, associated with larger sample sizes,
and the bottom of the plot larger standard errors. An unbiased data set is expected to have a
narrow range of effect sizes at the top, where the standard error is small, and moving downward
on the plot the range of effect sizes should increase symmetrically as standard error increases.
Departures from a symmetrical increase in the range could be interpreted as evidence of bias, as
it is indicative that studies with smaller sample sizes had differing effect sizes than larger sample
sizes. Statistical tests via rank correlation test and Egger’s regression test were conducted based
on funnel plot to statistically identify the type of distribution of studies in a funnel plot (Begg &
Mazumdar, 1994; Egger, Smith, Schneider, & Minder, 1997). Each test estimates the association
between effect size and standard error with an unbiased data set resulting in a correlation or
regression coefficient proximate to zero. The null hypothesis of the coefficient equal to zero can
be tested statistically; finding statistical significance leads to rejecting the null hypothesis and
supporting the alternative hypothesis of a relationship between standard error and effect size,
seen as evidence of an asymmetrical distribution between effect size and standard error and
potentially publication bias.
With evidence of an asymmetrical distribution, the trim and fill method was used to
characterize the impact of observed asymmetry on the overall results (Duval & Tweedie, 2000).
This method identifies data points (studies) that contribute to asymmetry and generates a
counterpart data point to offset the asymmetry, resulting in a symmetrical distribution. The
resulting symmetrical distribution includes all of the studies from the original corpus combined
with hypothetical studies that would be present if the distribution was symmetrical. The overall
effect size of this combined dataset was compared to the original, overall effect size of the
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original corpus to estimate the impact potential publication bias had on the original, overall
effect size (Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005).
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Results
The 99 studies that met the criteria, including effect size calculation and the resulting
codes on EBIP type and assessment coverage, are presented in Table 4
Table 4: Coding and effect size for corpus of studies
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

Collaborative Learning
Chen (2013)

Collaborative

Single topic

-0.32

44

0.248

Ding (2011)

Collaborative

Split

0.439

32

0.253

Doymus (2007)

Collaborative

Single topic

0.882

46

0.210

Doymus (2008)a

Collaborative

Single topic

1.000

16

0.355

Doymus (2008)b

Collaborative

Single topic

1.725

32

0.284

Doymus (2010)

Collaborative

Single topic

1.165

36

0.253

Collaborative

Single topic

1.783

30

0.494

Jong (2016)

Collaborative

Single topic

0.686

69

0.173

Koç (2010)

Collaborative

Single topic

1.899

40

0.276

Rau (2017)

Collaborative

Single topic

-0.13

81

0.126

Tarhan (2012)

Collaborative

Single topic

1.392

18

0.362

Fakomogbon
(2017)
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Table 4: (Continued)
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

*Tarhan (2013)b

Collaborative

Single topic

2.567

30

0.345

Turaçoğlu (2013)

Collaborative

Single topic

2.207

30

0.313

Yoruk (2016)

Collaborative

Cumulative

0.609

32

0.257

Baepler (2014)

Flipped

Cumulative

0.127

591

0.070

Bernard (2017)

Flipped

Cumulative

0.527

44

0.206

Casadonte (2016)

Flipped

Split

0.917

614

0.116

Christiansen (2014)

Flipped

Split

0.910

7

0.584

Eicher (2016)

Flipped

Split

0.015

454

0.074

Glynn Jr. (2013)

Flipped

Single topic

0.613

46

0.222

He (2016)

Flipped

Split

0.002

864

0.047

Ojennus (2016)

Flipped

Split

0.296

25

0.274

Olakanmi (2017)

Flipped

Single topic

1.718

33

0.288

Flipped

Single topic

0.151

20

0.387

Flipped

Single topic

0.712

36

0.243

Flipped

Cumulative

0.535

150

0.157

Flipped Classes

Paristiowati
(2017)a
Paristiowati
(2017)b
Poon (2015)
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Table 4: (Continued)
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

Ryan (2016)

Flipped

Split

0.010

104

0.123

Rau (2017)

Flipped

Single topic

-0.56

66

0.139

Yestrebsky (2016)

Flipped

Split

0.114

369

0.080

Awan (2017)

PBL

Single topic

0.841

35

0.264

Baran (2016)

PBL

Single topic

2.158

27

0.336

Bilgin (2009)

PBL

Single topic

0.428

40

0.229

Günter (2017)

PBL

Single topic

2.216

31

0.320

Own (2010)

PBL

Cumulative

0.547

53

0.195

Ozden (2009)

PBL

Single topic

0.457

32

0.253

0.709

60

0.229

Problem-Based Learning

No
Stoica (2012)

PBL

information
found

Tarhan (2008)

PBL

Single topic

1.000

40

0.240

Tarhan (2007)

PBL

Single topic

2.250

20

0.404

*Tarhan (2013)a

PBL

Single topic

4.128

53

0.340

Tosun (2013)

PBL

Single topic

1.307

36

0.261

Üce (2016)

PBL

Single topic

0.879

24

0.302

Webster (2006)

PBL

Cumulative

-0.78

79

0.158
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Table 4: (Continued)
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

Peer-Led Team Learning
Akinyele (2010)

PLTL

Split

0.656

222

0.090

Aldridge (2011)

PLTL

Cumulative

0.671

35

0.331

Lewis (2011)

PLTL

Cumulative

0.031

449

0.057

Mitchell (2012)

PLTL

Cumulative

0.019

385

0.065

Bramaje (2013)

PLTL

Cumulative

0.629

43

0.222

Shields (2012)

PLTL

Split

0.840

353

0.131

Tien (2002)

PLTL

Split

0.632

1037

0.048

Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning
Barthlow (2014)

POGIL

Single topic

0.711

150

0.115

Brown (2010)

POGIL

Split

0.415

151

0.148

Chase (2013)

POGIL

Cumulative

0.000

193

0.095

Goeden (2015)

POGIL

Cumulative

0.116

62

0.182

Hein (2012)

POGIL

Cumulative

0.019

103

0.126

Murphy (2010)

POGIL

Split

0.158

116

0.144

Perry (2008)

POGIL

Cumulative

0.311

35

0.240

Şen (2016)

POGIL

Single topic

1.046

56

0.198

Shatila (2007)

POGIL

Cumulative

-0.26

26

0.278

Straumanis (2008)

POGIL

Cumulative

0.426

184

0.079
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Table 4: (Continued)
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

Non-specified cooperative learning
*Acar (2007)

Non-specified

Single topic

2.429

20

0.411

*Acar (2008)

Non-specified

Single topic

2.697

28

0.366

Allen (2003)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.137

48

0.171

Bilgin (2006)a

Non-specified

Single topic

1.286

40

0.244

Bilgin (2006)b

Non-specified

Single topic

2.034

44

0.264

Bilgin (2009)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.588

28

0.275

Çam (2013)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.045

28

0.270

Crimmins (2017)

Non-specified

Cumulative

0.782

395

0.075

Non-specified

Split

0.998

200

0.106

Ding (2011)

Non-specified

Split

0.471

32

0.253

Doymus (2009)

Non-specified

Split

1.242

23

0.333

*Eymur (2017)

Non-specified

Single topic

2.878

35

0.336

Foley (2002)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.448

44

0.268

Frailich (2009)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.485

145

0.136

Hagen (2000)

Non-specified

Cumulative

-0.02

253

0.088

Non-specified

Single topic

0.658

47

0.203

Díaz-Vázquez
(2012)

Hemraj-Benny
(2014)
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Table 4: (Continued)
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

Ibraheem (2011)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.127

110

0.142

Jiang (2014)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.545

152

0.123

Joel (2016)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.018

50

0.212

Khan (2011)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.235

15

0.409

Kiste (2017)

Non-specified

Cumulative

0.430

258

0.079

Kırık (2012)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.431

56

0.213

Koç (2010)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.567

30

0.282

Lyon (2002)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.414

243

0.117

Ochonogor (2011)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.667

32

0.300

Partanen (2016)

Non-specified

Split

0.164

115

0.183

Saleh (2011)

Non-specified

Split

1.440

232

0.109

Shachar (2004)

Non-specified

Cumulative

0.947

72

0.164

Sisovic (2000)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.002

61

0.194

Sisovic (2001)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.358

61

0.184

Smetana (2014)

Non-specified

Single topic

-0.18

17

0.323

Stockwell (2017)

Non-specified

Cumulative

0.356

40

0.225

Talanquer (2017)

Non-specified

Cumulative

0.198

3174

0.039

Tarhan (2010)

Non-specified

Single topic

1.894

53

0.231

Wan (2017)

Non-specified

Single topic

0.018

90

0.162
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Table 4: (Continued)
First author

Type of
Type of CL

(Year)
Yalçınkaya (2012)

Setting

Standard

Size

Error

Hedges’ g
Assessment

Non-specified

Single topic

0.502

28

0.279

Lewis (2005)

Split

Split

0.428

70

0.145

Lewis (2008)

Split

Cumulative

0.131

287

0.064

Robert (2016)

Split

Split

0.596

972

0.047

Canelas (2017)

Split

Cumulative

-0.01

287

0.085

Split EBIP use

*Articles with asterisks were identified as outliers
An outlier screening identified one study that is three standard deviation higher from the
mean: Tarhan (2013a). There are four more studies, Tarhan (2013b), Acar (2007), Acar (2008)
and Eymur (2017), that are two standard deviation higher from the average. The analyses that
follow have these five studies omitted except where noted. The overall effect size was calculated
using a random effects model for each tier of outliers and descriptive statistics of the overall
effect sizes are presented in Table 5. The differing approaches to characterizing outliers had no
substantive impact on the major conclusions reached.

Effectiveness of EBIPs in Chemistry
The overall average effect size of EBIPs in chemistry on students’ assessment performance was
found to be 0.618. This observed effect size is analogous to a Cohen’s d between medium (d =
0.5) and large (d = 0.8) using Cohen’s qualitative descriptors (Cohen, 1988). In short, the
research base represented by these 94 studies point to a statistically significant and practically
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notable improvement in chemistry students’ tests scores from the use of EBIPs as compared to
Table 5: Results of outlier screening
Number of

Weighted mean

Median effect

Standard

studies

effect size

size

deviation

All studies

99

0.717

0.618

0.818

≤ 3 SD from mean

98

0.685

0.602

0.748

≤ 2 SD from mean

94

0.618

0.568

0.649

Outliers

traditional instruction. The observed effect size falls close to the top end of the range of overall
effect sizes from past meta-analyses particular to chemistry: 0.37 to 0.68 (Apugliese and Lewis,
2017; Leontyev et al., 2017; Warfa, 2016). As noted though, this analysis comprises a broader
picture of instructional interventions in chemistry as demonstrated by the relative number of
studies. The overall effect size is also slightly greater than the overall effect sizes found in past
large-scale meta-analyses in STEM or science education, which range from 0.47 to 0.50
(Freeman et al., 2014; Ruiz-Primo et al., 2011). There is significant variability among the studies
with Qb = 1174.61 (p < 0.05), which is expected as studies varied in instructional interventions,
assessment types and settings. In considering research methodology, 79 studies used a quasiexperimental methodology comparing established classes or comparison groups of students and
15 studies used an experimental design with random assignment to create classes or comparison
groups. Reported effectiveness of pedagogies between methodologies was similar with quasiexperimental average effect size of 0.60 (standard error = 0.05) versus experimental average
effect size of 0.73 (standard error = 0.15). Given the small sample of experimental studies,
research methodology was not considered as a moderator in the ensuing analyses.
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Relative Effectiveness of EBIPs
Studies were demarcated by EBIPs as shown in Table 6. It is evident that there are
relatively few studies for each EBIP that meet the criteria for the meta-analysis. The numbers of
studies ranged from 7 for PLTL to 15 for Flipped and the standard error for each of these is
substantial, ranging from 0.12 to 0.17. The weighted mean effect size for collaborative learning
and PBL studies came up with larger effect sizes than the other EBIPs. The effects size indices
for each of these EBIPs exceeds Cohen’s description of a large (d = 0.80) effect size (1988).
Among PLTL, POGIL and Flipped classes in chemistry, the weighted mean effect size indicates
that a positive small to medium effect has been realized. It is also worth noting that the weighted
mean effect size for POGIL of 0.30 is comparable to the 0.22 results observed in a recent metaanalysis on POGIL implementation across disciplines (Walker & Warfa, 2017). The studies with
non-specified cooperative learning features 33 studies and a larger weighted mean effect size of
0.71.
There is a noticeable variability between and within each EBIP. The confidence intervals
for POGIL spans from no effect to medium effect sizes, Flipped from small to medium effect,
PLTL from small to large effect, and collaborative learning and PBL from approximately
medium to large. It is worth noting that each of the EBIPs confidence intervals span positive
values substantiating their inclusion as an instructional practice with a demonstrated evidence
base of promoting successful student academic performance. The lower bound for the confidence
interval of POGIL reaches zero, suggesting that the evidence base is inconsistent, but may be
explained by the role of assessment coverage as discussed later. The Qm statistic observed of
102.1 is statistically significant (p < 0.05) indicating that the type of EBIP explains a portion of
the heterogeneity observed among the effect sizes in the corpus. The results in Table 6 indicate
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Table 6: Impact of moderators (EBIPs and assessment coverage) on effect size

Weighted mean
k
effect size

95%

Qm

Confidence

(p-value, τ2,

Interval

I2))

Standard
Error

Types of EBIPs
Collaborative

13

0.95

0.14

[0.67, 1.23]

PBL

12

0.91

0.15

[0.61, 1.21]

102.1

PLTL

7

0.48

0.17

[0.14, 0.82]

(<0.001, 0.189,

POGIL

10

0.30

0.15

[0.00, 0.50]

91.10%)

Flipped

15

0.36

0.12

[0.12, 0.60]

Non-specified

33

0.71

0.09

[0.55, 0.89]

Assessment Coverage
Single topic

49

0.87

0.07

[0.73, 1.01]

Cumulative

24

0.25

0.09

[0.07, 0.43]

174.6
(<0.001, 0.160,
89.13%)

Overall
Overall

94

0.618

0.05

[0.522, 0.713]

that collaborative and PBL instructional practices are expected to offer stronger academic
benefits than PLTL, POGIL or Flipped; but such a conclusion is hasty and requires a more indepth look at the studies.
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Studies using single-topic assessment and studies using cumulative assessment topics are
each well represented within the corpus of studies as shown in Table 6. Studies with single-topic
assessments have a weighted mean effect size of 0.87 in contrast to studies using cumulative
topic assessments averaging 0.25. The confidence intervals of single-topic and cumulative do not
overlap, indicating that EBIPs have a demonstrably larger impact on student performance when
measured by narrowly defined assessments spanning a small number of topics than on
cumulative assessments spanning an entire term, in line with findings from an earlier metaanalysis (Apugliese and Lewis, 2017).
Given the role of assessment coverage in impacting observed effect sizes, the data for
each type of EBIPs was demarcated based on assessment coverage in Table 7. Of the 99 studies,
12 studies used both single-topic and cumulative assessments to evaluate the intervention
(referred to as split studies), 8 studies reported a total score that combined both types of
assessments and 1 study did not include sufficient information to code assessment type. These 21
studies for each category were not considered in Table 7 but an analysis that includes the split
studies is presented later with no substantive change in interpretation. The demarcation by
assessment coverage explains some of the trends observed among the EBIPs. First, the higher
overall average of collaborative learning and PBL is partially explained since a large majority of
the studies for those two EBIPs (11 out of 13 for collaborative and 9 out of 12 for PBL) used
single-topic assessments. While PBL had the highest weighted mean effect size (g = 1.24) among
single-topic assessments, other EBIPs such as PLTL (no studies) and POGIL (2 studies) have too
few studies to make a comparison. While the overall effect for PBL and collaborative appears to
be inflated owing to single-topic assessments, PLTL and POGIL may be weighted down by their
high rate of cumulative assessments. The importance of this moderator is demonstrated with the
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large swings evident in PBL and POGIL across assessment type. Among the EBIPs, studies on
flipped teaching appear relatively stable across assessment coverage but even then span from
small to medium impact. Ultimately, the relative effectiveness of collaborative and PBL in
comparison to other EBIPs is tempered by the distribution of assessment coverage used in
studies across all of the EBIPs, although the number of studies prevents definitive comparisons
while controlling for assessment coverage.
Table 7: Interaction of EBIP and assessment coverage type
Overall

Single Topic

Cumulative

Type of
k

Mean

SE

k

Mean

SE

k

Mean

SE

Collaborative

13

0.95

0.14

11

1.05

0.24

1

0.61

0.51

PBL

12

0.91

0.15

9

1.24

0.27

2

-0.19

0.30

PLTL

7

0.48

0.17

4

0.14

0.16

POGIL

10

0.30

0.15

2

0.87

0.51

6

0.15

0.15

Flipped

15

0.36

0.12

5

0.48

0.35

3

0.31

0.20

Non-specified

33

0.71

0.09

22

0.78

0.12

6

0.44

0.14

Overall

94

0.62

0.05

49

0.90

0.10

24

0.24

0.06

EBIPs

N/A

As mentioned, 12 studies used both single topic and cumulative assessment to measure
students’ chemistry content knowledge and these studies were not considered in the original
analysis in Table 7. For each study the effect size was determined separately for single-topic and
cumulative assessments and then combined with the studies that featured only one assessment
coverage type in Table 8. Of the 12 studies, two used a combination of EBIPs (e.g. flipped and
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PLTL with the same sample) and these studies were only included in the overall row of the table.
Similarly, the overall column includes studies that could not be identified based on assessment
coverage (e.g. reported only a total score that summed both types of assessments). The results
indicate that studies using single-topic assessments maintain a higher effect size than studies
using cumulative assessments as found previously. Collaborative, PBL and PLTL were not
impacted by the inclusion of articles with both types of assessment. Collaborative and PBL are
Table 8: Interaction of EBIP and assessment coverage type including split studies
Overall

Single Topic

Cumulative

Type of
k

Mean

SE

k

Mean

SE

k

Mean

SE

Collaborative

13

0.95

0.14

11

1.02

0.21

1

0.61

0.51

PBL

12

0.91

0.15

9

1.23

0.24

2

-0.19

0.30

PLTL

7

0.48

0.17

4

0.14

0.16

POGIL

10

0.30

0.15

3

0.59

0.36

7

0.12

0.14

Flipped

15

0.36

0.12

12

0.32

0.19

10

0.18

0.10

Non-specified

33

0.71

0.09

24

0.83

0.13

8

0.63

0.16

Overall

94

0.62

0.05

61

0.81

0.08

36

0.22

0.04

EBIPs

N/A

still heavily comprised of single-topic assessment studies while PLTL is entirely comprised of
cumulative assessments. The inclusion of split studies added one study to POGIL, seven studies
to flipped and two studies to non-specified cooperative learning. For these EBIPs, the most
notable change was a decrease in weighted effect size for single-topic studies for POGIL
(decreased 0.28 from Table 7) and for flipped (decreased 0.16 from Table 7). The result is that
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the difference in effect sizes between single-topic and cumulative assessments became less
pronounced, though studies using single-topic assessments continue to offer higher effect sizes.
The higher effect size for single-topic assessments remains a plausible explanation for the
observed higher effect sizes for collaborative and PBL.
Variation across different EBIPs is also partially explained by the setting size of the
study. Setting size serves as a proxy for class size as studies with larger setting sizes tend to
study larger class sizes; some studies did not report class size preventing recording actual class
size across all studies. Descriptive statistics on the sample size of the treatment group for each
EBIP is presented in Table 9 along with the overall weighted mean effect size. There is an
inverse relationship observed between setting size and effect size. This matches the previous
finding by Freeman et al. (2014) and Warfa (2016) that alternative pedagogies have a larger
Table 9: Descriptive statistics for setting sizes by EBIP
Type of EBIPs

Median setting size

Range

Effect size

Collaborative

32

16 to 81

0.95

PBL

35.5

20 to 79

0.91

Non-specified

53

17 to 3174

0.71

Flipped

66

7 to 864

0.36

POGIL

109.5

26 to 193

0.30

PLTL

353

35 to 1037

0.48

impact when class size is small. The median setting size for collaborative and PBL is quite
smaller than the rest of the EBIPs particularly flipped, POGIL and PLTL indicating that setting
size serves as an additional confounding variable in comparing EBIPs. In summary, the relative
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effectiveness of each EBIP cannot be definitively determined with this corpus of data owing to
the potential confounding effects of assessment coverage and class size.
Additional moderators likely also play a role in understanding the evidence-base
including whether the pedagogy was implemented in a chemistry laboratory course versus a
conventional classroom or in a post-secondary versus secondary institution. The strong majority,
84 of the 94 studies, were conducted in a conventional classroom with an average effect size of
0.58 and standard error of 0.05. Studies conducted in a chemistry laboratory course were far less
common, including 10 studies with an average effect size of 0.92 and standard error of 0.19.
Studies were more evenly split between post-secondary versus secondary institutions though
post-secondary studies, including professional schools, comprise the majority of the corpus. Of
the 94 studies, 62 took place at a post-secondary institution with an average effect size of 0.50
and standard error of 0.05. In contrast, 32 studies at a secondary school had an average effect
size of 0.87 with a standard error of 0.10, with 27 of these 32 studies using single-topic
assessments. As before, the size of the corpus prevents exploring the relative effectiveness of
EBIPs within each of these moderators.

Investigation of Publication Bias
For the purpose of determining whether publication bias was present among the corpus of
studies, a funnel plot was created using comprehensive meta-analysis version 3.0 (Borenstein,
Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2013). The funnel plot is shown in Figure 3, with each circle
representing a study, and was visually inspected for symmetry. Asymmetry, indicative of
publication bias, is visibly evident in the funnel plot with studies on the right side of the plot
disproportionately appearing toward the bottom of the plot. This trend matches the
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aforementioned finding that smaller sample sizes (larger standard error on the funnel plot in
Figure 3) tended to have larger effect sizes. Follow-up tests both supported an interpretation of
asymmetry matching the visual inspection; rank correlation test (Kendal tau= 0.32, p < 0.05) and
Egger’s regression test (intercept = 3.22, p < 0.05) each resulted in a statistically significant
coefficient rejecting the null hypothesis of a symmetrical distribution.

Figure 3: Funnel plot shows an asymmetrical distribution
The trim and fill method was used to assess the impact of asymmetry on the weighted
average of the effect size of this corpus of studies with results shown in Figure 4. The trim and
fill method is intended to simulate a symmetrical distribution and then describe what the
weighted average effect size of the hypothetical symmetrical distribution. If the adjusted effect
size is similar to the original effect size the effect of publication bias can be described as
negligible; if the adjusted effect size is notably different from the original effect size yet the
interpretation of both effect sizes would remain consistent the effect of publication bias is
moderate; and if the adjusted effect size would change the conclusions reached the publication
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bias can be described as severe (Kepes, Banks, McDaniel, & Whetzler, 2012). The trim and fill
method indicated a noteworthy shift downward, as the asymmetry is indicative of an inflated
value of the weighted average effect size. The calculated weighted average effect size through
the trim and fill method was 0.292 (95% confidence interval of 0.191 to 0.393), which can be
described as a moderate decrease from the original value of 0.618 (95% confidence interval of
0.522 to 0.713). The adjusted value of 0.292 should be interpreted with caution. The overall
corpus of studies was found to be heterogeneous with Qb = 1174.16 (p < 0.05). With high
heterogeneity in a dataset, the trim and fill method likely underestimates the overall treatment
effect (Peters, Sutton, Jones, Abrams, & Rushton, 2007; Terrin, Schmid, Lau, & Olkin, 2003).

Figure 4: Funnel plot with trim and fill
One interpretation of the asymmetrical distribution is that studies with small sample sizes
and small effect sizes, a combination that would fail to generate statistical significance, were less
likely to be submitted or accepted for publication. An alternative hypothesis is that the
asymmetry demonstrates an authentic relationship in the data where effectiveness of EBIPs
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diminishes with larger class sizes owing to logistical or instructional challenges. For example,
enacting an EBIP with a large class size may limit the extent or quality of individualized student
feedback, which may be necessary for academic gains. To explore this hypothesis, a content
review of the eight studies reporting setting sizes greater than 400 was conducted. Five studies
(Lewis, 2011; Robert et al., 2016; Eichler & Peeples, 2016; He, 2016; Tien, Roth, & Kampmeier,
2002) used peer leaders or teaching assistants to facilitate interactions within large classes. Of
the remaining three studies, two reported class sizes of approximately 100 students (Baepler,
Walker, & Driessen, 2014; Casadonte, 2016) and the remaining study (Talanquer & Pollard,
2017) a class size of 250 students. Two (He, 2016; Talanquer & Pollard, 2017) of the eight
studies make explicit mention of the challenges in implementation with a large class describing
difficulties in ensuring student preparation, promoting student engagement and providing
feedback on misconceptions. It is also noted that He (2016) was the only study of the five with
teaching assistants to not mention the number of assistants present. Thus it may be that the use of
peer leaders or teaching assistants with a smaller student to assistant ratio may mitigate the
challenges of large classes, but a large student to assistant ratio or the absence of assistants poses
substantive challenges in implementation. It is also possible that both publication bias and
challenges with implementation in large classes combine to create the asymmetry observed.
Thus, a suggested interpretation for the average impact of EBIPs in chemistry while
taking into account possible publication bias is that the actual average would lie within the range
of 0.292 to 0.618, with the lower bound from the trim and fill approach and the upper bound
unadjusted from the original weighted average. The entirety of this range is positive and exceeds
a small effect size indicating that the evidence base of EBIPs promoting student success is
maintained. In summary, the evidence base for EBIPs is likely overstated owing to publication
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bias but the evidence base is robust enough to warrant adoption.
The decision for outlier screening was revisited to determine the impact this decision had
on publication bias. For each outlier removal procedure, the funnel plot was developed and the
subsequent tests (rank correlation test, Egger’s regression test, trim and fill method) were
conducted. The result indicated a similar pattern where the effect size decreased to 0.310 and
0.300 for the entire corpus and 3 standard deviations from the mean respectively as demonstrated
in Table 10. The outlier decision appears to have minimal impact on the publication bias analysis
and would not alter the interpretation of the results.
Table 10: Publication bias results by outlier decision
Outliers

Weighted Effect Size
Egger’s regression

screening

k

Rank correlation test

(After Trim and Fill;
test

procedure
Entire corpus

Before)
99

≤ 3 SD from

Kendall’s tau = 0.320

Intercept = 3.220

p < 0.05

p < 0.05

Kendall’s tau = 0.306

Intercept = 3.032

98
mean
≤ 2 SD from

(0.300; 0.675)
p < 0.05

p < 0.05

Kendall’s tau = 0.259

Intercept = 2.650

p < 0.05

p < 0.05

94
mean

(0.310; 0.717)

(0.292; 0.618)
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Discussion
The overall effectiveness and effectiveness demarcated by EBIP strategy indicate
consistent learning gains in enacting EBIPs within chemistry instruction thereby supporting the
adoption of any of the EBIPs described herein. One of the original goals of the meta-analysis
was to conduct a comparison of the relative effectiveness of each EBIP. Such a comparison has
been explicitly called for in recent reviews of science education research (Freeman et al., 2014;
National Research Council 2012 p. 137). The comparison of relative effectiveness for each EBIP
was hindered by confounding variables in the form of cumulative versus single-topic
assessments and setting size and there were insufficient studies to control for these confounding
variables. Even so, the analysis offers insight into the current evidence-base and limitations
therein for each EBIP, which can inform instructional decisions to adopt and directions for future
research.
The generic EBIP of non-specified cooperative learning features the most substantive
evidence-base with medium to large effect sizes across single-topic and cumulative assessment
types and across a range of setting sizes. An instructional decision to enact cooperative learning
is therefore supported across a variety of instructional settings. Collaborative and PBL feature
the strongest effect sizes among the EBIPs evaluated but the research base is limited to primarily
single-topic assessments and smaller setting sizes. Among the EBIPs originating within
chemistry, POGIL has primarily been evaluated with cumulative assessments and smaller setting
sizes with moderate improvement in student learning resulting. Thus instruction with smaller
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class sizes appears likely to result in sizable observed benefits from collaborative, PBL and
POGIL but the evidence-base does not yet warrant implementation in large classes. Among the
three, POGIL may have the most promising case for moving to large classes as four studies had
setting sizes greater than 150 and effect sizes ranging from 0.00 to 0.71. In large classes, PLTL
has the strongest evidence base with five of seven studies reporting setting sizes greater than 200
and effect sizes ranging from 0.02 to 0.84. This matches the scalability of PLTL where larger
class sizes can be accommodated by increasing the number of peer leaders supporting
implementation (Robert et al., 2016). Future research on the effectiveness of POGIL, PBL and
collaborative learning in large classes and PLTL in small classes is still needed and could also
include qualitative investigations into how class size influences the implementation of these
approaches.
Flipped learning has an emergent research base with fifteen studies reported all since
2013 and eleven of the studies published in 2016 or 2017. The studies span single-topic and
cumulative assessment types and a range of research settings with a median setting size of 66 and
five studies of setting sizes with more than 300 students. The evidence-base for flipped learning
mirrors that of non-specified cooperative learning although with approximately half the studies
included and an overall effect size considerably lower than non-specified cooperative learning
(0.36 vs. 0.71). The difference may be the result of the variation in flipped learning as it provides
less direction into how to enact in-class active learning once instruction has been moved out of
class (see literature review in Robert et al., 2016).
Overall, EBIPs have shown less effectiveness when measured with a cumulative exam
relative to single-topic exam and future research exploring why this difference arises would be
informative. One potential explanation for this difference is that EBIPs primarily promote short-
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term understanding but are less effective at promoting long-term understanding. Another
explanation is that cumulative assessments are more likely than single topic assessments to
include some items that were not presented via EBIP. Single topic assessments by definition are
more focused by topic than cumulative assessments. For example, some studies used an EBIP to
target a particular topic and evaluated the effectiveness with a concept inventory on the same
topic (Acar & Tarhan, 2008; Doymus, 2007; Doymus, 2016). In contrast, studies using an EBIP
throughout a semester and evaluated the effectiveness with a cumulative assessment may employ
EBIP with a majority of topics but employ traditional instruction with a subset of select topics. In
the evaluation, assessment items related to these select topics within a cumulative exam would
be expected to show little or no difference between pedagogies and lower the overall observed
effect size. Better understanding of the underlying reasons for the differences between single
topic and cumulative assessments is necessary to promote the robustness of EBIPs’ evidencebase across assessment types.
The analysis of publication bias within the corpus of articles shows that the overall effect
calculated by meta-analysis may be overstated. The trend observed in the data was a
disproportionate incidence of larger effect sizes observed among studies with smaller sample
sizes and smaller effect sizes observed among studies with larger sample sizes. This trend raises
the possibility that a group of studies with smaller effect size and smaller sample size, a
combination that would tend toward a failure to show statistical significance, were conducted but
not published. Researchers in the field may be less likely to attempt to publish these findings or
reviewers and editors in the field may be less likely to accept these findings for publication. The
importance of publishing null results to reach an accurate measure of the impact of alternative
pedagogies needs to be emphasized. An alternative explanation is that there may be a
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relationship between class size and the effectiveness of the pedagogies investigated. This
explanation furthers the aforementioned need to investigate the role of class sizes on EBIP
implementation. In spite of the publication bias evidence, the findings therefore remain
supportive of the use of EBIPs in chemistry teaching as an effective way to improve students’
chemistry content knowledge. Additionally, it has been argued that meta-analyses can provide a
benchmark for evaluating future work in the field (Lipsey et al., 2012). The range of 0.292 to
0.618 can therefore serve as a minimum and maximum expected effectiveness of EBIPs in
chemistry instruction and can serve to gauge the relative effectiveness of future implementations
of alternative instructional practices.
To provide greater context to the results reported, we sought to better understand the
instruction within the control group, which serves as the comparison condition, for studies within
the corpus. A content analysis was performed on the 96 studies that have a unique control group.
As mentioned, three studies had two unique experimental conditions and each contributed two
effect sizes to the analysis but had only one control group. Additionally, 10 studies took place in
a laboratory course setting with a control group of a laboratory course, 8 of these 10 studies
described the comparison lab course as traditional. Within the 86 studies taking place in a
classroom eight studies offered no description of the instruction taking place in the control
group. Analyzing the remaining 78 studies, 58 studies explicitly described relying on lecture or
didactic instruction, the most common description of the control group. Nearly as frequently, 57
studies describe instruction as traditional or conventional, implying a continuation of past
practices. Combined, 68 of the 78 studies were described as using traditional instruction, lecture
or both (e.g. traditional lecture instruction). 32 of the 78 studies described students working on
problems individually or having assigned homework, but most of these (25 of the 32) also
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reported lecture instruction. Similarly, 22 studies described teachers modeling problem solving,
asking or answering student questions or including a recitation session and 19 of these 22 also
relied on lecture instruction. Studies also described supplementing lecture instruction in the
control group with clicker use (seven studies), demonstrations (six) and group work (four). The
primary control group condition that did not mention lecture instruction was the use of computer
based instruction (four studies). Distinctively, one study used project-based learning as a control
group (Paristiowati, Erdawati, & Nurtani, 2017) to compare with project-based learning via the
flipped model; another study used guided-inquiry as a control group (Paristiowati, Fitriani, &
Aldi, 2017) to compare with to inquiry via the flipped model. In summary, the strong majority of
studies relied on lecture-based instruction in the control group, with some variety in how lecturebased instruction was supplemented. While it is not possible within the corpus to characterize the
exact extent lecturing was taking place in each control group it is clear that this corpus of studies
describes moving away from lecture instruction and has resulted in a demonstrable, positive
effect on students’ chemistry content knowledge.

Limitations
Limitations for this meta-analysis include the potential for additional confounding
variables present among characteristics that were not coded. In particular fidelity of
implementation, the extent an instructor enacted the critical criteria described by the EBIP
designer, was not measureable by review of the literature. In other words, while there
undoubtedly exists variation in the enactment of each EBIP across the set of studies, there was
no reliable way to demarcate this variation without additional data sources including instructor
interviews or on-side observations. Additionally, this study could not examine all evidence-based
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instructional practices in chemistry and the use of meta-analytic methodology limited the
evidence-base to that generated through studies using quasi-experimental comparisons on
students’ chemistry content knowledge. Other than this, the researchers identified a larger corpus
of studies that matched all of the inclusion criteria except one (the study should contain sufficient
statistical information either by descriptive or inferential statistics to enable data analysis). Many
of the articles do not report the statistical information that is required to calculate effect size. If
studies contain the required data the result of current meta-analysis could possibly have a
different point estimate on the effectiveness of EBIPs than what is achieved here.

Recommendations and Future Directions
There are other potential benefits of EBIPs besides improving students’ performance in
exam, such as, retention: the percent of students passing a course; self-efficacy: persons’ belief
on the ability of doing a given task. The research team was looking to incorporate effectiveness
of EBIPs on students’ retention as well. However, the search ended up only 10 data points out of
99 studies has data on students’ retention. Though the intention of this current meta-analysis was
focused entirely on measuring the impact of EBIPs on students’ exam performance but the initial
assessment of the possibility of including other metrics looks far-fetched. Most of the researchers
either did not measure the effect of EBIPs on students’ retention or did not report enough
information to calculate effect size on retention. The measurement of self-efficacy was far more
rare to incorporate the evaluation of EBIPs in self-efficacy belief in the current study. With the
incorporation of retention and self-efficacy data, the current meta-analysis could elucidate the
other benefits of EBIPs by measuring the additional outcome metrics. Researchers doing
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evaluation of pedagogical techniques should always consider measuring multiple outcome
metrics to demonstrate the utility of EBIPs.
One of the novel findings of this study indicates the potential bias among the researchers,
reviewers and editors of journals not to publish null or negative outcomes of the impact of
EBIPs. Without the inclusion of null/negative findings there is potential threat of overestimating
the overall measure of effectiveness of EBIPs. So the importance of publishing null results to
reach an accurate estimation of alternative teaching methods needs to be emphasized. The
statistical power in a statistical analysis needs to be taken into consideration too. Without enough
sample size, i.e. statistical power, the outcome of the impact of an EBIP could be misleading. For
example, Christiansen (2014) had only 7 people in treatment group and 6 people in control group
and compared exam performance between two groups. Running statistical analysis with a very
small sample generates findings that can be altered significantly by the inclusion/exclusion of
very small number of participants. So, the power analysis in quantitative studies needs to be
emphasized. The null result with enough statistical power needs to be justified properly by the
researchers. They should always take a step further to report the other benefits of EBIPs, such as:
self-efficacy, team management skills, process skills etc. to increase the acceptability of the
research outcome. The details of implementation should be clearly mentioned when a manuscript
is submitted for publication. The detail of implementation always helps the stakeholders to
understand the causes of the findings of the efficacy study. By describing the implementation
protocol other researchers can follow the same practice in another setting and test the impact of
the intervention. It is somewhat impractical to expect every implementer of EBIPs would adopt
an EBIP instead of adapting as the developers expected it to be. If a critical component of an
EBIP is altered proper explanation of modifications should be stated in the manuscript. On the
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other hand, the editors and reviewers should always push for detail descriptions of
implementation procedure. While reviewing manuscripts, reviewers and editors should always
pay careful attention if a study has enough statistical power to make a claim based on
quantitative analysis. Null/negative result of an efficacy study with enough statistical power and
sound justification of the outcome should be encouraged to submit for publication. Besides that,
every journal should have mandatory guidelines to report descriptive statistics (mean, standard
deviation, sample size) when it applies. The collective effort by researchers, reviewers and
editors is required to establish the generalizability of the impact of EBIPs to further chemistry
education research as a field.
Two critical considerations for future investigators interested in meta-analytical research
are: a) plan out how to identify relevant literature, b) review the literature to understand what
approach is best suited. There are meta-analyses that reviewed all the relevant journals and
databases (Freeman et al., 2014); used the recommendation from an advisory committee (RuizPrimo et al., 2011) to identify articles. The aforementioned approaches may result in
identification of highest number of articles but these methods require enormous resources and
time. On the other hand, if someone wants not to choose any of the mentioned approaches, the
search terms, article databases and selection criteria should be characterized carefully based on
the understanding of relevant literature to maximize the identification of articles. Because the
selection and review process is cumbersome and time-consuming the selection of search terms
and databases should be completed before any search is conducted. For example, the use of
additional search term or including articles from an additional year after completing a database
review would add large time to further examining the databases. One compulsory entity of metaanalyses is double-checking. To reduce the mistakes in the selection process all articles with
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minimum possibilities to be included in meta-analyses should be kept for further review during
initial screening. Having multiple persons reviewing same database may assure the correct
inclusion/exclusion of articles. Not only in article identification step multiple researchers are
required during coding and calculating effect size of the same database to increase the reliability
of the meta-analyses outcome. It should be always kept in mind that meta-analyses are timeconsuming and it is always better to have a delayed but correct result than a hasty erroneous one.

Conclusion
This study sought to provide a discipline specific synthesis of EBIPs through metaanalysis and to that end the identified literature comprised the broadest view of chemistryspecific studies to date. The results showed that the reviewed EBIPs feature a demonstrably
positive impact on chemistry students’ learning. Assessment topic coverage and setting size
within the studies emerged as relevant moderators of impact and prevented making definitive
conclusions of the relative impact of each EBIP. The distribution of studies in terms of setting
size to effect size was asymmetrical providing the possibility that either studies with small
sample size and small effect size were not published (publication bias) or that large class sizes
feature unique challenges that hinder EBIP effectiveness. Modeling hypothesized studies to
generate a symmetrical distribution provides a range for the overall weighted effect size of 0.292
to 0.618 indicative that the evidence base for EBIPs is robust and warrants adoption.
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